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Abstract Introduction Both computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) play significant roles in assessing patients with dizziness. However, understand-
ing the comparative capabilities of these imaging methods in detecting pathological
causes is crucial for determining the most suitable modality. This review aims to
evaluate the diagnostic accuracy and clinical utility of MRI and CT scans in managing
patients with acute dizziness in the emergency department.
Methods Following Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines, we conducted a comprehensive search in various
databases (PubMed, Google Scholar, Cochrane library, British Medical Journals, and
ScienceDirect) from 2010 to 2023. We used the QUADAS-2 tool to assess bias risk,
considering MRI as the reference standard and CT scan as the index test.
Results The final analysis included six studies, with 3,993 patients (48% male, 52%
female; average age: 56.7 years). Three studies were of high quality, two of medium
quality, and one of low quality. Central ischemia was the predominant diagnosis for
dizziness. MRI demonstrated higher diagnostic efficacy for stroke compared with CT
scans, while mixed results were observed for other multiple diseases when both MRI
and CT scans were used.
Conclusion MRI outperforms CT scans in diagnosing dizziness-related strokes. How-
ever, for other causes of dizziness, there is no significant difference between these
techniques. Nevertheless, it is crucial to acknowledge the limitations associated with
MRI. Consequently, to address these concerns, the selection of an imaging technique
should be tailored to the individual based on factors such as their clinical presentation,
comorbidities, and socioeconomic circumstances.
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Introduction

Dizziness, a prevalent symptom in medical practice, ranks as
the third most common major symptom, with a lifetime
prevalence of 30%.1,2 It is frequently reported by patients in
the emergency department (ED),3,4 accounting for approxi-
mately 5% of all presentations in both EDs and outpatient
clinics.3,5,6

Dizziness is categorized into peripheral or vestibular and
central types depending on the underlying cause.7 Central
vertigo, affecting the central vestibular pathway, can be
potentially life-threatening, particularly when associated
with a stroke. Thus, it is essential to distinguish between
central and peripheral vertigo.8,9 It has a diverse range of
causes, contributing to its occurrence. The majority of dizzi-
ness cases are attributed to vasovagal syncope or orthostatic
hypotension, accounting for 22.3% of cases. Vestibular causes
follow closely behind at 19.9%, with fluid and electrolyte
disorders at 17.5%.1

However, dizziness is a frequent complaint that leads indi-
viduals to seek medical care in the ED.10 However, diagnosing
theunderlyingcauseofdizzinesspresents challenges for several
reasons. First, dizziness can originate from various conditions,
including both life-threatening disorders and normal physio-
logical responses. Second, there is a limited availability of
diagnostic tools that can definitively determine the precise
cause of dizziness in the majority of cases. Consequently, the
diagnosis heavily depends on a thorough evaluation of clinical
characteristics acquired through detailed patient history and
meticulous bedside examinations.11 Due to this these reasons,
emergency physicians face a diagnostic challenge when
encountering patients in the EDwhopresentwith acute vertigo
or dizziness.12As a result, misdiagnosis of these symptoms can
lead to adverse effects on treatment, quality of life, and overall
patient outcomes.13

In case, when clinical findings are uncertain, neuroimag-
ing is often sought by patients experiencing vertigo.8 The
decision regarding which imaging method to use for investi-
gating dizziness typically boils down to two choices: mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography
(CT) scan. According to a study examining the records of
805,454 individuals diagnosed with dizziness, CT scans were
the most commonly utilized test. Within a span of 6 months
following the initial presentation, a head CT scan remained
the most frequently used test, constituting 47% of all tests
conducted. The subsequent most utilized tests included
brain MRI, accounting for 25%, cerebrovascular ultrasonog-
raphy at 15%, and magnetic resonance angiography at 9%.14

However, there is conflicting evidence regarding the effec-
tiveness of MRI and CT scans in evaluating dizziness, as
different studies have reported inconsistent outcomes.

In thequest todeterminethecauseofdizziness, CTscansare
capable of identifying posterior fossa hemorrhage and large
infarcts.15 They are easily accessible, swift in execution, and
generally more cost-effective when compared with MRI. On
the other hand, MRI provides advanced diagnostic capabilities
for assessing specific structures associated with vertigo,
including the cerebellopontine angle, internal auditory

meatus, and related neural components. This makes MRI a
potent tool in detecting conditions such as vestibular schwan-
nomas and meningiomas.15

Despite the disappointing sensitivity of CT scans in identi-
fying strokes (oneof the leading causes ofdizziness) during the
acute phase,whichwas found to be only 26%by Chalela et al,16

MRI demonstrates higher sensitivity in stroke detection. How-
ever, within thefirst 24hours, MRI’s sensitivity is at its lowest,
especially for brainstemor cerebellar lesions. Serial evaluation
may be necessary to confirm a stroke, as initial diffusion-
weighted MRI can result in false negatives for 12 to 20% of
stroke patientswithin thefirst 48hours. It is important tonote
thatMRI cannotdetect isolated labyrinthine infarctions,which
may later extend to impact areas of the brainstem and cere-
bellum supplied by the anterior inferior cerebellar artery.16–18

In conclusion, both CT and MRI play significant roles in
assessing patients with dizziness.19 Understanding the com-
parative capabilities of MRI and CT scans in detecting path-
ological causes in dizziness patients would be beneficial in
determining the optimal imaging modality for such individ-
uals. Therefore, the objective of this systematic review is to
conduct a comparative analysis of MRI and CT scan in the ED
for dizziness assessment. The review aims to evaluate the
diagnostic accuracy and clinical utility of these imaging
modalities in the management of patients presenting with
acute dizziness in the ED settings.

Methodology

Search Strategy
In accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for System-
atic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines,20 we
performed a comprehensive search of multiple databases,
including PubMed, Google Scholar, Cochrane library, British
Medical Journals, and ScienceDirect. In addition, we reviewed
relevant journal articles and performed a bibliographic analy-
sis of systematic reviews andmeta-analyses to identifyarticles
that met our predetermined inclusion criteria. Our search
aimed to identify full-text, peer-reviewed literature published
from January 2010 to June 2023.

“Neuroimaging” OR “Magnetic resonance imaging” OR
“MRI” OR “Computed tomography” OR “CT scan” OR “Radiog-
raphy” AND “Acute dizziness” OR “Acute vertigo” AND “Diag-
nostic accuracy” OR “Sensitivity” OR “Specificity” AND
“Emergency department” OT “Emergency medicine” AND
“Comparative analysis”

These termswere combinedusingBooleanoperators (AND)
and (OR), andMedical Subject Subheadings terms and key text
wordswerealso considered. Toensure the inclusionof relevant
studies, a thoroughassessmentof titles, abstracts, and full-text
articles was performed, eliminating studies that did not meet
our predetermined inclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria for the Selected Studies
The eligibility criteria were established based on the Popu-
lation, Intervention, Comparators, Outcomes, Timing/Setting
(PICOTS) framework.21 The following inclusion criteria were
applied: Population: ED patients presenting with acute
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vertigo or dizziness; Intervention: Neuroimaging techni-
ques; Comparators: Diagnostic reference standards; Out-
comes: Diagnostic accuracy measures, such as sensitivity
and specificity, for neuroimaging in detecting the underlying
causes of acute vertigo or dizziness; Timing/Setting: Studies
conducted in ED settings, with no specific timing
restrictions.

Additional inclusion criteria included randomized con-
trolled trials and observational studies, without restrictions
on gender, age, or associated pathology. The full-text articles
had to be written in English and published between January
1, 2010, and May 31, 2023.

Exclusion Criteria for the Selected Studies
The following exclusion criteria were applied: (1) Duplicate
datasets, including reanalysis of previously reported datasets;
(2) Inadequate data that did not enable the assessment of
diagnostic accuracy of neuroimaging techniques, (3) Disserta-
tions, conference proceedings, commentaries, editorials,
letters, books, book chapters, duplicate datasets, and reviews
were also excluded.

Data Extraction and Quality Appraisal
The screening process involved a dual review by the authors,
who assessed titles and abstracts for inclusion or exclusion
based on the predefined criteria. Full texts of potentially
eligible studies were obtained and independently evaluated
by two members of the review team for eligibility. In cases
where there was disagreement regarding the eligibility of
specific studies, all authors engaged in discussions to reach a
consensus.

All authors participated in evaluating various aspects of
the study selection process, quality assessment, and data
extraction. Data collectionwas conducted in duplicates using
a standardized data form, and the following informationwas
extracted from the included studies: source article, study
design, sample size, sample demographics, selection criteria,
details of interventions, main findings, conclusion, and
limitations.

We assessed the risk of bias in the included studies using
the QUADAS-2 tool.22 Seven key questions were evaluated
that were deemed to have themost significant impact on the
risk of bias. These questions pertained to patient selection,
index test, reference standard, and flow and timing. More-
over, the MRI was taken as the reference standard and CT
scan as the index test for our review. The responses were
recorded as yes, no, or unclear. Responses of no and unclear
were assigned a value of zero, while yes was assigned a value
of one. Studies that met 100% of the relevant criteria were
considered excellent quality, those meeting 75 to 99%
were rated as high quality, studies meeting 50 to 74% were
considered medium quality, and those below 50% were
deemed low quality.

Statistical Analysis
Given the heterogeneity of the studies and outcome meas-
ures, a statistical meta-analysis could not be conducted.
However, our descriptive analysis has provided a compre-

hensive summary of the relationship between the variables
involved in our study.

Results

Literature Search
A total of 1,869 records were initially identified from five
databases. After removing 453 duplicates, the screening
process of titles, abstracts, and full-text articles was applied.
In the end, 54 articles were selected. However, 48 of these
articles did not meet the inclusion criteria, as they were not
from the ED, lacked comparative analysis, pertained to
pathologies where dizziness was not a symptom, or had
improper study types. Eventually, six studies spanning
from January 2010 to June 2023 were selected for final
analysis.23–28 The flowchart of the searching and screening
studies is presented in ►Fig. 1.

Quality Assessment of Included Studies
By implementing the QUADAS-2 tool,22 we assessed the
quality of our six selected studies. Based on our predeter-
mined criteria as discussed in section of methodology, three
studies were classified as high quality,23,25,28 two studies as
medium quality,24,27 and one study as low quality.26 The one
signaling questions that received a zero rating in all studies
were: “Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index test?.”
The details of quality assessment of included studies are
presented comprehensively in ►Table 1.

Baseline Characteristics of Included Studies
A total of 3,993 patients were included, comprising 48%
males and 52% females, with an average age of 56.7 years.
The most commonly employed study design was retrospec-
tive, utilized in four studies,24–27while cross-sectional23 and
prospective design28 were each employed in one study. In
three studies, there were no strict selection criteria, and all
patients presenting with dizziness to the EDwithin a specific
time period were included.23,27,28 In the remaining
three studies, a predetermined exclusion criteria were
applied.24–26 The baseline characteristics of the included
studies are presented in ►Table 2.

Interventional Characteristics of Included Studies
Among the selected studies, the common intervention
involved was conducting head CT scans followed by
MRI.23–25,28 Other studies utilized either single or combina-
tion of both head CT and MRI27 or employed specialized
imaging techniques such as head and neck computed tomog-
raphy angiography (CTA), contrast-enhanced brain MRI, and
MRI of internal auditory canals and temporal bones.26 The
predominant diagnosis for the cause of dizziness was central
ischemia. Upon analyzing the findings of our studies, it can be
concluded that MRI demonstrated higher diagnostic efficacy
for stroke compared with CT scans, while mixed results were
observed for other multiple diseases when both MRI and CT
scanswereused. The interventional characteristicsof included
studies are presented in ►Table 3.
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Discussion

In this systematic review comparing the diagnostic test
accuracy of CT scans versus MRI for ED patients with acute
dizziness, we observed that MRI yielded superior results in
diagnosing stroke associated with dizziness in ED. However,
for other multiple diseases, our concluded studies did not
show a significant difference between these two imaging
techniques.

Out of the six selected studies, four studies specifically
favored the utilization of MRI for diagnosing stroke associat-
ed with dizziness in ED.23–25,28 In contrast, two studies
reported no significant difference between CT scans and
MRI. Fakhran et al employed three different diagnostic
modalities: head and neck CTA, contrast-enhanced brain
MRI (CE-MR), and contrast-enhanced MRI of internal audi-
tory canals and temporal bones. According to the conclusions
drawn from the study, in caseswhere the cause of dizziness is
unspecified or involves multiple other diseases, both CT
scans and MRI can be helpful in diagnosis.26 The other study

by Ahsan et al considered both the cost and utility of both CT
scan and MRI in various conditions. Similar findings were
noted for both techniques in conditions associated with
dizziness such as vertebrobasilar stenosis, pituitary tumor,
abnormal internal carotid artery, empty sella, right frontal
lobe lesion, and cavernous malformation. However, the
diagnosis of stroke was observed specifically on MRI and
not on CTscan.27 Thisfinding alignswith the results obtained
from the other four studies.

The reliance on noncontrast brain CT as a diagnostic tool
for acute dizziness is common in clinical practice. However,
our systematic review and previous literature consistently
demonstrate its lowdiagnostic accuracy of noncontrast CT in
identifying central causes, particularly stroke, in cases of
acute dizziness. Due to which, it tends to miss a significant
number of acute ischemic strokes during the early stages of
symptom onset.16 Despite its limited diagnostic accuracy for
detecting ischemic strokes, noncontrast CT remains relative-
ly accurate in identifying acute brain hemorrhages. There-
fore, it may still be preferred as the initial choice for

Fig. 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart of the searching and screening studies.
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neuroimaging when the objective is to rule out
hemorrhages.29

However, MRI in the selected studies has been proven to
offer superior diagnostic outcomes. However, there are
various limitations associated with MRI access.14 The most
important one is its high cost, which can contribute to
increased healthcare utilization. For instance, in one of the
selected studies, the charges for a single CT scan within the
health system were found to be $1,220 per study, while the
charges for brain MRI within the same system were $2,696
per study.27 Similarly, a study examining commercial and
Medicare Advantage claims involving 800,000 adults diag-
nosed with new-onset dizziness revealed that CT scans were
the most commonly used imaging test, accounting for 92% of
the patients who underwent imaging for dizziness. The total
expenditure on neuroimaging for this population amounted
to $88 million, with MRI accounting for 70% of the overall
cost.14 In addition, MRI may not be readily available in the
emergency settings. Due towhich, CTscans often serve as the
initial imaging technique of choice across numerous insti-
tutions, favored for their quick execution and wider
availability.27

To address the limitations and capabilities of CT scans and
MRIs, selecting the appropriate imaging test should be
customized to the individual patient. This choice should
incorporate an evaluation of the patient’s clinical presenta-
tions, existing comorbidities, and their medical and socio-
economic history. Alongside this, the HINTS (Head-Impulse,
Nystagmus, Test of Skew) examhas established its efficacy as
a clinical instrument for discerning central etiologies of
vertigo, like strokes, from peripheral vestibular conditions.30

Its strategic implementation in the ED can refine the deci-
sion-making process for patient-specific imaging
approaches. By effectively detecting patients at increased
risk of stroke, particularly where initial CT scans are non-
revelatory, the HINTS exam can guide the targeted use of
MRI, allocating this advanced imaging selectively to those
who may derive significant benefit.1 Additionally, the appli-
cation of HINTS may reduce the immediate demand for MRI,
allowing clinicians to categorize patients based on neuroim-
aging urgency, potentially leading to enhanced patient out-
comes and more efficient ED operations.31

The systematic review has several limitations that should
be acknowledged. First, the importance of timing for accu-
rate diagnosis cannot be overlooked for both CT scan and
MRI, as it is evident from the literature that a different time
between onset of symptoms and diagnostic imaging test
leads to altered results.32 In usual cases, CT is performed
promptly due to its accessibility, while MRI, being a follow-
up, may be delayed by hours to days.16 This interval can lead
to diagnostic disparities attributable to disease progression
rather than the intrinsic accuracy of the imaging modalities.
In our case due to the retrospective design of the studies, the
exact timebetweenCTscan andMRI could not be reported by
four out of six the studies. Similarly, the reliance of majority
of studies on retrospective study designs could also intro-
duce potential biases and impact the reliability of the results.
Second, the lack of information on specific subtypes ofTa
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Table 2 Baseline characteristics of included studies

Study Study design Selection criteria Sample

Alawneh
et al 202124

Retrospective
design

Adult patients presenting to the ED between
July 2015 to June 2018 for dizziness
complaints. Exclusions included children,
those with recent neurosurgery, pre-existing
neurological disorders, and dizzy patients
without a head CT scan within 3 months.
Excluded patients also lacked medical notes

n¼ 326 participants, 47.5% male, 83.1% were
older than 44 years. Among the patients,
40.2% had comorbid diabetes mellitus,
followed by a history of stroke in 33.7% of
cases, and hypertension in 20.6% of cases.

Hamzah &
Ayad 201723

Cross-sectional
design

Between December 2016 and August 2017,
patients with vertigo that sought
consultation at a teaching hospital

n¼ 100 patients, 51% male, and average age
48 years. Among the participants, 60% had a
positive history of chronic disease.
Furthermore, 80% patients presented with
associated symptoms alongside vertigo,
while 20% experienced vertigo without any
associated symptoms.

Hammoud
et al 201625

Retrospective
design

Patients who presented from January 2009 to
December 2014 to the ED with symptoms
and had a negative noncontrast head CT,
followed by head MRI within 24 hours of the
initial CT. Exclusion criteria encompassed
patients with typical stroke syndromes,
trauma patients, those under 18 years of age,
individuals with the complaint of “worst
headache of life,” patients lacking clinical
data, those with metabolic derangements,
and patients with ambiguous CT findings
requiring an MRI for further evaluation

n¼ 252, 48.8% male, and average age 59.4
years

Fakhran
et al 201326

Retrospective
design

Patients who visited between January 2011
and June 2012, presenting with dizziness, and
excluded patients displaying signs or
symptoms indicating other neurologic
conditions or having a history of
abnormalities known to be associated
with dizziness

n¼ 798 (32% presented to ED), 40%male, and
average age 55 years

Ahsan
et al 201327

Retrospective
design

Between January 2008 and January 2011,
patients who sought medical care at ED and
were diagnosed with dizziness and vertigo

n¼ 1,681, 33% male, and average age 56.9
years

Hwang
et al 201228

Prospective
design

Patients presented to an ED with stroke
symptoms between 2003–2007

n¼ 836, 67.5% male, and average age 64.2
years

Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; ED, emergency department; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Table 3 Interventional characteristics of included studies

Study Detail of intervention Common pathology
diagnosed

Main findings Main limitations

Alawneh
et al 202124

Nonenhanced head CT
scans followed by MRI in
70% of the follow-up
studies

Acute ischemic stroke MRI was found to be amore
precise imaging technique
than CTscans for evaluating
dizziness in ED

Recall bias, small sample
size, and no information
on different types of
dizziness

Hamzah &
Ayad 201723

Head CT scans followed by
MRI in all included patients

Cerebral ischemia The CT scan exhibited a
sensitivity of 50.58% as
compared with 83% of MRI
in detecting central causes
of vertigo

Not reported

Hammoud
et al 201625

Negative noncontrast
head CT, followed by head
MRI within 24 hours

Acute or subacute
infarction of cortex
or deep white and
gray matter

In the diagnosis of stroke
associated with dizziness,
MRI demonstrated supe-
rior results compared with
CT scans

Small sample size, reliance
on clinical data, and
retrospective study design

(Continued)
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dizziness limits our ability to make precise conclusions for
each subtype. Additionally, the relatively small number of
studies included in the review may restrict the generaliz-
ability of the findings and limit the overall strength of the
evidence. Therefore, it is crucial to conduct prospective
studies with larger sample sizes that specifically investigate
the diagnostic efficacy of CT and MRI for distinct subtypes of
dizziness.

Conclusion

In synthesizing the outcomes of the systematic review, it is
evident that MRI has a superior diagnostic accuracy over CT
scans in identifying strokes associated with dizziness. How-
ever, for nonstroke causes of dizziness, both imaging modal-
ities demonstrate comparable efficacy. However, the
practical application of MRI is limited by factors including
its accessibility, usage, and cost. This reality advocates for a
customized approach to choosing an imaging modality, with
decisions made based on a comprehensive assessment of
each patient’s clinical situation, including symptoms, comor-
bidities, and socioeconomic factors. Furthermore, the HINTS
exam emerges as a valuable tool, especially in situations
where CT scans fail to detect strokes, by enhancing the
selection process for MRI use. This targeted application
ensures MRI resources are allocated effectively to those
most likely to benefit. To reinforce these findings and explore
identified research gaps, future studies should be designed
as prospective in nature, encompassing robust sample sizes
aimed at assessing the diagnostic accuracy of CT and MRI in
diverse presentations of dizziness.
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